The problem of spontaneous acceleration of premixed flames propagating in open horizontal tubes with smooth walls is revisited. It is proved that in long tubes, this process can be considered quasi-steady, and an equation for the flame front position is derived using the on-shell description. Numerical solutions of this equation are found which show that as in the case of uniform flame movement, there are two essentially different regimes of flame propagation. In the type I regime, the flame speed and its acceleration are comparatively low, whereas the type II regime is characterized by significant flame acceleration that rapidly increases as the flame travels along the tube. A detailed comparison of the obtained results with the experimental data on flame acceleration in methaneair mixtures is given. In particular, it is confirmed that flames propagating in near-stoichiometric mixtures and mixtures near the limits of inflammability belong to the types II and I, respectively, whereas flames in transient mixtures undergo transitions between the two regimes during their travel.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that burning of gaseous mixtures in tubes often proceeds in accelerated way -the apparent propagation speed of the flame front increases with time. Observations show that the occurrence of this phenomenon and its main characteristics essentially depend on the mixture composition and the physical conditions of combustion -boundary conditions at the tube ends (it can be open, semi-open or closed), location of the ignition point, tube wall roughness, presence of acoustic fields, and so on. Although precise conditions leading to the flame acceleration have not been identified yet, it is generally agreed that importance of each of the above factors is determined by the extent to which it perturbs the flame. This view is naturally based on the fact that flame perturbations increase the flame front area, and hence the overall gas consumption rate. In the studies of deflagration-to-detonation transitions, for instance, mixture is usually ignited near the closed end of a tube with roughed walls and/or equipped with a series of restricting rings. [1, 2] Because of the high irregularity of flame movement under such conditions, no quantitative description of this stimulated flame acceleration exists, though its mechanism is qualitatively understood fairly well.
On the contrary, flame acceleration in tubes with smooth walls, or spontaneous acceleration, though also known well, is understood much less. [3] Historically, it was discovered and studied [4] earlier than the stimulated flame acceleration, as it exists in most mixtures burned in tubes open at both ends. Unlike its counterpart, spontaneous acceleration is a quite regular phenomenon, in that it takes place in laminar regimes of flame propagation. Moreover, experiments demonstrate reproducible flame behavior during acceleration which is determined by the tube size and mixture composition. Figure 1 shows experimental plots of the flame position as a function of time for flames propagating in an open tube 5 cm in diameter and 5 m long, for various methane-air mixtures. [4] A striking evidence contained in the figure is the difference in the values of flame acceleration in different mixtures. Even without detailed analysis, it is clear that the rate of change of the tangent to the flame trajectory in the stoichiometric mixture (9.5% methane) is much higher than that in the lean mixtures. Moreover, a certain grouping of curves is evident: trajectories in mixtures 7.1% to 9.5% are quite similar, and are clearly separated from the 6.2% and 5.4% curves. The following reasoning makes the apparent peculiarity of these observations more concrete. Dynamics of flames under consideration is controlled by gravity: the dimensionless gravitational acceleration, g = (acceleration of gravity) × (tube diameter)/(normal f lame speed) 2 exceeds unity for any methane concentration. The conclusion commonly made in this case is that the flame propagation speed is independent of the normal flame speed (for instance, this premise is the basis of the "bubble" models [5] [6] [7] ). Therefore, it would be natural to expect universal behavior of all flames, in particular, similarity of flame acceleration, whatever specific mechanism of flame movement. We have just seen, however, that this contradicts observations. One might think that the observed differences could be ascribed to the differences in thermal expansion of gases, but invoking numerics readily rules out this possibility. To be specific, the gas expansion coefficients of the 6.2% and 7.1% mixtures differ by about 10 percent, and this is also true of the 7.1% and 7.75% mixtures, but is clearly incompatible with Fig. 1 .
Even in tubes of such a moderate diameter as 5 cm, the speed of flame propagation largely exceeds the normal speed, and significantly increases as the result of acceleration. For instance, the normal flame speed in a 7.1% mixture is 22 cm/s, whereas its propagation speed in the 5 m long tube is initially about 50 cm/s, increasing eventually to 350 cm/s. This means that spontaneous flame acceleration is a highly nonlinear process: the nonlinearity of gasdynamic equations describing the gas flows induced by the propagating flame in no approximation can be considered weak. This is why until quite recently this process had been beyond the reach of theoretical analysis (evidently, the conventional methods based on explicit solving of the flow equations are useless in problems of this sort). Things changed with the invention of the on-shell description of flames. [8, 9] This description will be used below to study the phenomenon of spontaneous flame acceleration in open horizontal tubes. It will be shown that the resolution of the above-mentioned peculiarity is in the existence of two distinct regimes of flame propagation, characterized by significantly different acceleration. The existence of two different regimes was first established in the study [10] of the uniform flame movement in horizontal tubes (observed experimentally in semi-open tubes when the mixture is ignited near the open end), where it was noticed that they also differ regarding flame response to the heat losses: flames propagating in the slower type I regime decelerate when the losses increase, while the faster type II flames accelerate. It turns out that things are similar in tubes open at both ends: the two types of flames, identified in Ref. [10] , respond differently to the energy losses associated with the cold gas movement allowed by unflanging the tube, though now acceleration is positive in both regimes.
In view of the equivalence of gravity and translatory acceleration, reduction of the master equation to the ordinary differential equations for the flame front position and the on-shell gas velocity almost literally repeats that given in Ref. [10] , to be referred to below as Part I. Therefore, it will not be reproduced here, and only the final result will be written down in Sec. II B. Neither will be reproduced other important considerations such as derivation of the formula for the heat losses and the accuracy estimate, which remain the same, except the issue of identification of physical solutions. The corresponding criterion is now different because of the different conditions at the tube ends; its derivation will be given at full length in Sec. II C. Detailed comparison with the experiment is carried out in Sec. III. The concluding Sec. IV discusses the results obtained.
II. ON-SHELL DESCRIPTION OF ACCELERATING FLAMES

A. Physical conditions
Consider flame propagation in an initially quiescent gaseous mixture filling horizontal tube of diameter d, open at both ends. Experiments show that soon after ignition at one end, the flame front assumes a characteristic shape depicted schematically in Fig. 2 . The less the normal flame speed, the stronger the front stretches along the tube. The subsequent flame evolution depends on the mixture composition and the aspect ratio of the tube. As evidenced by Fig. 1 , the flame may or may not accelerate, but an important observational fact is that the flame propagates quasisteadily in any case, provided that the tube length L is large enough, L/d 50. More precisely, observations indicate that under this condition, the flame shape changes fairly slowly during most of its travel, except for relatively short periods of irregular changes during which the flame appears disturbed. In view of this, the phenomenon of spontaneous flame acceleration will be considered below in the quasi-steady approximation, defined formally as follows. At each time instant, we introduce a noninertial frame of reference moving with respect to the laboratory frame with the speed The two vertical broken lines bound the transition domain y ∈ (0, U ) (Sec. II C). The pair of neighboring streamlines and the transversal line elements are used in writing Eqs. (7)- (15) .
and acceleration of the flame at that instant. Then it is required that the flame be steady in the noninertial frame. Equivalently, in the laboratory frame, the quasi-steady condition requires the time derivatives of the flame speed of orders higher than the first be negligible. In other words, it is assumed that on every small interval the flame moves as if its acceleration were constant, equal to the true instantaneous acceleration on that interval. An analytic expression of this condition will be obtained in Sec. II D. As a result of the transition to the noninertial frame, the acceleration is replaced by a uniform gravity field equal in value and opposite to the flame acceleration in the laboratory frame.
According to what was said in the Introduction, the channel walls will be assumed ideal in that the wall friction can be neglected. However, as the analysis of Part I has shown, heat losses to the tube walls are not negligible even in wide tubes, especially for flames near the limits of inflammability. These losses are taken into account by a correction factor (1 − δ) in the flame propagation speed, where
with c p an average specific heat capacity of fresh gas, ρ its density, U f the normal flame speed relative to the fresh mixture, and K ≈ 20 W/m 2 ·K the heat transfer coefficient.
B. The on-shell equations
It was demonstrated in Part I that the steady flame propagation in tubes can be adequately described by the twodimensional model of flame propagation in a channel of width equal to the tube diameter. We thus choose Cartesian coordinates (x, y) so that the y-axis is along the upper channel wall, y = −∞ being in the fresh gas. Then the flame front position in the noninertial frame can be described by an equation y = f (x), with the origin (0, 0) conveniently placed at the upper front endpoint, Fig. 2 . As in Part I, (w, u) will denote Cartesian components of the gas velocity measured in units of the normal flame speed. Similarly, distances will be measured in units of the tube diameter d (channel width), the gas density in units of the fresh gas density ρ, whereas ρU 2 f will be the unit of gas pressure p. Then the burnt gas density is 1/θ, where θ is the gas expansion coefficient.
Equations governing quasi-steady flame acceleration are readily obtained from the equations derived in Part I by adding to the terrestrial gravitational potential the contribution due to the horizontal gravity present in the noninertial frame of reference introduced in Sec. II A. The total potential is thus
The constant g/2 is inserted in this expression for later convenience. The only place where gravity appears in the on-shell equations is the on-shell value of vorticity generated by the flame,
where N = 1 + f ′2 , and prime denotes x-differentiation. One has φ ′ + (x) = −g − af ′ (x), therefore, equations for the functions w − (x), u − (x) and f (x) are obtained from Eqs. (11), (22) of Part I by replacing g → g + af ′ (x):
where α = θ − 1. At last, u − and f are still related as f = U − (1 − x)u − , which follows from Eq. (4) and the evolution equation
Here U denotes the flame propagation speed with respect to the fresh mixture. The boundary conditions at the channel walls also remain unchanged:
We recall that all these relations were derived in Part I under the large-slope condition f ′ ≫ 1, or equivalently, U ≫ 1, and that w − (0) is nonzero because the functions w − (x), u − (x), f (x) describe the true flame structure for all x except small regions near the walls, where the condition f ′ ≫ 1 does not hold. In these regions, the set of functions w − (x), u − (x), f (x) is constructed as the unique continuation from the channel inside of a solution of ordinary differential equations. This construction applies equally well to the system of Eqs. (3)- (5).
C. Identification of physical solutions
As in the case of uniform flame movement, numerical scrutiny of Eqs. (3)- (5) shows that for each set of parameters a, g, α > 0 there are two continuous families of solutions parameterized by U. They are called type I and type II solutions, the latter corresponding to larger U, and are characterized as follows. The longitudinal component u of the on-shell fresh gas velocity monotonically increases with x in both cases, while the transversal component w has a pronounced maximum at x ≈ 0.2 in the type I solutions, and is monotonic in the type II solutions. Accordingly, the front is convex towards the fresh gas in the latter case, and has an inflection point at x ≈ 0.2 in the former [see Part I, Sec. IIB3]. Which members of the two families of solutions can be realized in practice is determined by an additional condition of homogeneity of the gas flow far downstream. Since Eqs. (3), (4) are valid in the limit of vanishing gas viscosity, the gas flow can be considered ideal only in a vicinity of the flame -in the transition domain (see Fig. 2 ). At larger distances (in the dissipation domain), the small but finite gas viscosity comes into play and ultimately makes the flow homogeneous. The criterion for selecting solutions satisfying this condition follows from the conservation of mass, momentum and energy.
First of all, by the overall mass conservation, the flow speed far downstream is θU. Next, to write down momentum conservation, it is useful to introduce the reduced pressurep = p + φ of the fresh gas, andp = p + φ/θ, that of the combustion products. Then the conservation of the longitudinal momentum component in the upstream and downstream parts of the transition domain, and in the dissipation domain gives, respectively,
where s = s(t) is the y-coordinate of the hot end of the tube, that is the distance traveled by the flame from the moment of ignition to the current instant t. In writing these relations, it is taken into account that the reduced pressure is independent of x outside the transition domain (as w = 0 there), the mass flux through the front is equal to unity, and the wall friction is negligible. Summing up Eqs. (7)- (9), and using Eq. (2) and the jump conditions at the front, p
Since the flow is uniform upstream of the transition domain,p| y=0 in this relation can be replaced byp| y=s−L . Finally, the energy conservation in the transition and dissipation domains reads
where q K (y) is the kinetic energy flux through the vertical cross-section of the channel at point y,Ė is the total rate of change of the gas internal energy in the flame front, andQ is the total rate of viscous dissipation of kinetic energy due to the flow homogenization. It is to be noted that despite their appearance, Eqs. (7)- (12) are not exact, because the vanishing of w at the boundaries of the transition domain (y = 0, U ), used in their derivation, holds true only at the leading order of the large-slope expansion [as do Eqs. (3)- (5)]. With the same accuracy, the gas enthalpy is continuous at the flame front, and hence the rate of change of internal energẏ
It remains to express the integral over the right boundary of the transition domain, appearing in Eq. (8), in terms of the on-shell quantities. To this end, we use the flow continuity together with the Bernoulli integrals for the freshand burnt-gas flows in this domain (neglecting w in comparison with u in the same approximation):
where (x(η), U ) is the intersection of the line y = U with the streamline that crosses the front at (η, f (η)), Fig. 2 . The relations expressing conservation of the flow momentum and energy across the transition domain, Eqs. (7), (8) and (11), become identities on account of the Bernoulli integrals. However, the requirement that the flow in the transition domain be part of an asymptotically homogeneous solution, i.e., Eq. (9) leads to the following nontrivial relation [11] 
where
is the burnt gas velocity at the right boundary of the transition domain as a function of the on-shell fresh gas velocity. The rate of kinetic energy dissipation can then be found from Eq. (12)
D. Expression for the flame acceleration and the quasi-steady condition
Since the gas outflow from the tube is unrestricted, gas pressure at both tube ends is equal to the ambient pressure
(The end-tube conditions can be more complicated in the presence of acoustic resonance, [12] but that would correspond to a completely different regime of flame propagation -the so-called vibratory movement.) These conditions lead to a relation between the flame propagation speed and its acceleration. Namely, using Eqs. (19), (2) in Eq. (10) (with
This result has a simple physical meaning. Neglecting the last term in the braces (which is less than U/2) in comparison with large L (if L − s still is large), Eq. (20) states that the hydrostatic pressure drop through the accelerated gas in the tube is equal to the difference of dynamic gas pressure at the tube ends.
Equations (3)- (5) complemented by the relation (20) constitute a closed system of integro-differential equations to be solved with the initial conditions (6) . This system can be easily reduced to a single equation for the front position. Physical solutions are identified as those satisfying the relation (16) .
Despite the fact that the above system involves an integral relation (20), all statements made in Part I regarding the general structure of solutions remain true. Indeed, for any pair of parameters U, a, Eqs. (3)- (5) 
Therefore, solution to the equation for u − is unique, if exists. Next, only solutions satisfying Eq. (20) are to be left. For a given U, there is at most one a satisfying this relation. In fact, if there were two such a's, say a 1 and a 2 , then we would had from Eq. (20)
where f 1 , f 2 are the corresponding front positions. The two numbers L and s would thereby be nontrivially related. This possibility is to be discarded as unphysical, because s belongs to the continuum (0, L), and is independent of L. At last, U is to be chosen so as to fulfil the condition (16) . Numerical analysis shows that for any location of the flame within the tube, there are at most two such U 's, by one of each type. An important difference from the uniform flame movement is that physical solutions of either type do not necessarily exist: as is seen from Eq. (20), a(s) has a pole near the cold tube end (s ≈ θL/(θ + 1)). Moreover, it turns out that type II solutions die out well before this point (Sec. III B 3).
We can now express quantitatively the quasi-steady condition formulated in Sec. II A. This condition will be met if the eigenvalues a and U vary negligibly during the travel of the gas elements through the transition domain. Indeed, since the flow upstream this domain is uniform, it cannot bring any unsteadiness therein, whereas the flow in the dissipation domain will remain steady as long as it is such in the transition domain, independently of the form of the function a(t), because the flow accelerates uniformly along the tube by virtue of its incompressibility. In the accelerated frame of reference, the gas velocity U upstream of the flame front, ∼ θU downstream, and the length of the transition domain = U (in the natural units). Therefore, the transition time 1, so the quasi-steady condition requires
Next, differentiating Eq. (20) gives
where V = ds/dt is the flame propagation speed in the laboratory frame (differentiation of the U -dependent contribution to the large denominator would give rise to terms of the second order in the small du/dt, da/dt). According to the second inequality (22), the last term on the right is already ≪ a. Therefore, the first inequality (22) can be replaced with a more convenient one aV /αU 2 ≪ 1 (since in practice θ = 5 − 8, the factor (θ + 1)/θ ≈ 1 can be omitted). Also, since U (as well as a) is obtained as a function of s, it is useful to rewrite dU/dt applying the chain rule, as V dU/ds. Thus, the quasi-steady conditions finally take the form
Evidently, they are satisfied at the initial stage of flame propagation in sufficiently long tubes,
Numerical analysis shows that type I solutions actually fulfil these conditions reasonably well all along the tube except near its cold end. In particular, the U -eigenvalue gains only about 1% − 2% of its initial value as the flame travels a distance s = 0.8L. As to the type II flames, they are characterized by significantly more rapid changes of U and a, and hence cease to be quasi-steady earlier than type I flames. Examination of numerical solutions further reveals that of the two conditions (23a), (23b) the former is of primary importance in that (23b) is not violated without violating (23a). The inequality (23a) may therefore be regarded as the quasi-steady condition. In the ordinary units, it reads
We observe that it has assumed the form of a bound on the flame acceleration, rather than on its derivatives, as suggested by the general formulation of the quasi-steady condition given in Sec. II A. In general, the possibility to express this condition in terms of the higher velocity derivatives rests on the freedom to go over to the noninertial reference frame, and so implies no restriction on the value of the first velocity derivative, i.e., acceleration. Such implication emerges only after the mechanism of flame acceleration is specified by Eq. (20), which obviously relates the flame acceleration and its derivatives. This is also the reason why the second inequality (22) turned out to be a consequence of the first. Finally, using the smallness of dU/dt we can relate the quantities U, a to the observed flame speed. As defined, U is the flame speed relative to the fresh mixture. Therefore, the flame speed measured in the laboratory frame of reference is
where t is the time of flame travel for a distance s(t) from the ignition point.
III. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT
In this section, a detailed comparison will be made of the obtained results with the experimental data given in Ref. [4] The main part of the comparison is the analysis of Fig. 1 which provides the most complete information about accelerated flame movement, but other results [4] relevant to the flame propagation in open tubes will also be utilized.
A. The range of applicability of the theory and the accuracy estimate Account of the heat losses to the tube walls and estimation of the calculational accuracy, made for uniform flame movement and summarized in Table I of Part I, apply equally well to flame acceleration in open tubes. Specifically, the values of the parameter δ determining reduction of the flame propagation speed will be taken from this table or, if missing therein, calculated using Eq. (1) with the values of thermodynamic parameters given in Part I. It is to be recalled that δ's appearing in the mentioned table refer to wide tubes, d 20 cm; in tubes with d 10 cm they are to be multiplied by β = 1.45. The corrected parameters U and a are obtained from the eigenvalues of the main system of equations by multiplying on (1 − δ) and (1 − δ) 2 , respectively (the latter follows from the fact that in the quasi-steady regime, a ∼ U 2 , Cf. Eq. (20)). As to the relative error of calculations, it is given in the next to last column of the table (r m ). Unfortunately, this error is comparatively large (25% − 30%) for fast near-stoichiometric flames in the 5 cm diameter tube, because the high-speed condition U ≫ 1 is poorly satisfied in such narrow tubes (for instance, U is only about 2 for a type II flame in the stoichiometric mixture). In mixtures near the limits of inflammability, this condition is satisfied much better (e.g., U ≈ 6.5 for a type I flame in the 5.4% mixture), and accordingly r m = 10% − 15%.
The only new question regarding approximations made is the ideality of the tube walls. The wall friction can be neglected, if the viscous drag exerted on the fluid by the walls is small compared to the difference of dynamic gas pressure at the tube ends, which according to Eq. (20) drives flame acceleration. This question did not arise in the semi-open configuration, because whatever horizontal bulk force acts on the gas within the tube or at its open end, it is exactly compensated by the flange at the other end. Now it is required that the pressure drop caused by the viscous drag, ∆p, be much smaller than αU 2 . Restoring ordinary units for a moment, it is convenient to express the ratio of these quantities via the friction coefficient (a function of the Reynolds number)
where ∆p is the pressure drop over the distance l, and ̺, v are the fluid density and its speed relative to the tube. Initially, the fresh mixture is at rest, and the drag is due to the burnt gas flow, so that substituting ̺ = ρ/θ, v = αU, l = s yields
Thus, at the initial stage of flame propagation, when the velocity change due to the flame acceleration is not significant (V − U U ), the wall friction is negligible, if s/d ≪ 2θ/αλ. Since this condition is obviously satisfied for sufficiently small s, the question is whether it holds for s ∼ L. In this respect, it is important that the obtained bound is considerably relaxed at later stages of flame propagation. In fact, as the theory predicts and the experiments confirm, in all but the limit mixtures, the flame speed increases 3 to 5 times U already half-way along the tube, which means that the burnt gas velocity decreases by the same amount. Therefore, denoting r = v/αU the relative reduction of the burnt gas velocity, λ in the above inequality is to be replaced by λr 2 , so that the general requirement takes the form
where λ is to be found under the flow conditions corresponding to the given s. In particular, the value of λ essentially depends on whether the burnt gas flow is laminar or turbulent. In the latter case, the boundary layer set in downstream of the flame front rapidly fills up the tube cross section (the boundary layer thickness ∼ y becomes of the order of the tube diameter at distances y = 5d − 10d, depending on the burnt gas speed), so that λ can be taken from the Moody's chart for the friction coefficient in an established turbulent flow with the Reynolds number Re = vd/ν. Things are different, however, if the burnt gas flow is laminar, because the boundary layer grows much slower in this case. Indeed, its thickness is ≈ yd/Re , and if one uses the formula λ = 64/Re for a steady tube flow, then the condition (27) readily shows that the maximal thickness of the boundary layer ( sd/Re ) is small compared to the tube diameter. Therefore, the picture of a fully established laminar flow of burnt gases, characterized by the parabolic velocity profile is inadequate, and is to be replaced by the one of a thin boundary layer. The ratio of the total friction force in the latter picture to that in the former is 
In view of the temperature drop near the tube wall, the Reynolds number Re = vd/ν appearing in this formula is to be taken at a temperature significantly lower than the flame temperature, which, however, is difficult to calculate accurately. Therefore, by evaluating Re at the adiabatic flame temperature, as will be done below, one underestimates the right hand side of (28), because the thermal drop of gas viscosity is larger than that of the gas velocity (v ∼ 1/̺ ∼ T, ν ∼ T 3/2 ). Also, it is to be noted that the viscous drag associated with the fresh gas, set into the motion as a result of acceleration, is opposite to the drag acting on the burnt gas, which further reduces the pressure change due to the wall friction. By these reasons, the theory based on the ideal wall approximation becomes practically applicable already at distances s satisfying (28) in which the sign ≪ is replaced with . The relative error in the value of flame acceleration calculated in this approximation is thus bounded by the square root of the ratio of the left and right hand sides of (28).
For example, in the case of flame propagation in a 9.5% methane mixture in the 5 cm diameter tube, the flame speed at s = 4 m determined from Fig. 1 is V ≈ 7 m/s, while the theory gives U = 1.1 m/s at the same location, so that according to Eq. (25) the velocity change due to the flame acceleration is V − U = 5.9 m/s. Using θ ≈ 7.4 one finds v = 6.4 × 1.1 m/s−5.9 m/s =1.14 m/s, and then r = 1.14/7.04 ≈ 0.16. With ν = 3 cm 2 /s (ν ≈ ν 0 θ 3/2 , where ν 0 = 0.15 cm 2 /s is the kinematic viscosity at room temperature), the Reynolds number Re = vd/ν = 190, indicating laminar flow conditions. Therefore, substituting these figures into (28) gives s ≪ 180 m, which is fairly satisfied by s = 4 m. Similar considerations show that other methane-air flames propagating in the tube 5 cm in diameter and 5 m long all produce laminar flows of burnt matter, and satisfy condition (28) all along their travel. Type II flames satisfy this condition better than those of type I, because of their large acceleration (resulting in smaller r). In this connection, the following important circumstance is to be noted. The accuracy to which (28) is satisfied is highest at the initial (small s) and the final (small r) stages of flame propagation. On the other hand, the value of flame acceleration at any given s is independent of the preceding flame evolution, provided that the flame is quasi-steady at this s. This is because Eqs. (3)- (5) and (20) do not involve V or any other trace of the flame past, so that their solutions (in particular, the eigenvalues a and U ) depend only on the current flame position within the tube. Therefore, even if the wall friction were not negligible at all during some stage of flame propagation, this would not prevent an accurate comparison of the theoretical and experimental curves a(s) at later times.
B. Acceleration of methane-air flames in the tube d = 5 cm, L = 5 m Fig. 1 In order to experimentally verify the functions a(s) found by numerically solving the system of Eqs. (3)- (5) and (20), the curves in Fig. 1 were first approximated by polynomial functions of time. For this purpose, a set of points was selected on each curve (correcting an obvious misprint on the figure: the two lower marks on the ordinate axis are 0 and 50), then digitized by means of the DigitizeIt software,[13] and used to construct best polynomial fit with the help of the Maple 15 software. [14] Since the experimental curves in Fig. 1 were obtained by the screen-wire method, [16, 17] with the wires spaced at 0.5 m, it would not make much sense to collect too many basis points: the number of points in a set should not exceed twice the travel distance measured in meters. Thus, the number of points is eight for the four curves 7.1% to 9.5%, while for the slow flames in 6.2% and 5.4% mixtures this number is five and three, respectively. The maximal degree of a polynomial is a unit less than the number of points in a set.
Processing of the data in
The flame propagation speed V and its acceleration a are found by differentiating the obtained polynomials. As to the flame speed, the procedure just described gives reliable results, in that changing location of the basis points on the curve does not change appreciably the result, which was also verified by independent evaluation of the flame speed using a ruler. However, the second derivative of the approximating polynomials turned out to be much more sensitive to the choice of the basis points: even such small variations in their position as horizontal shifts within the curve thickness [15] might change the value of flame acceleration by a factor of 2 − 3. Thus, the plots of acceleration versus time generally appear irregular, having bumps and falls which move under the shifts of the basis points (the corresponding polynomials are pathological in that their coefficients are large alternating). To reduce this ambiguity, it is necessary to add some physical requirement on the functions a(t), for which purpose we turn to Ref. [4] that describes the observed flame behavior as follows: "With all but the lower-limit mixture (5·40 per cent methane), in which the speed of flame is uniform, there is a gradual and, so far as the records can indicate, regular acceleration of speed as the flame travels from end to end of the tube." Actually, regularity of acceleration, or more concretely, its monotonicity, is what to be expected in the case under consideration. Directly suggested by Eq. (20), this fact is also evident without calculations: since the flame acceleration is ultimately due to allowed free outflow of the fresh mixture from the cold end of the tube, it is the larger the shorter separation of the flame from this end, whereas in the absence of acoustic excitations, this separation decreases monotonically in time. On these grounds, the approximating polynomials have been required to have a monotonically increasing second derivative with respect to time. It turns out that this requirement removes the above-mentioned ambiguity almost completely: the remaining uncertainty in the flame acceleration does not exceed 30% in all instances except the latest stage of flame travel in near-stoichiometric mixtures (where flame trajectories are nearly vertical, and hence the polynomials are extremely sensitive to the shifts of the basis points). Explicit expressions of the polynomials thus obtained are collected in Table I (rounding their coefficients), together with the parameters used in the theoretical computation of the flame acceleration. As was already noticed in the Introduction, flame acceleration in mixtures with 5.4% and 6.2% methane is apparently weaker than in the other cases presented in Fig. 1 , which is also confirmed by the results of the digital processing of flame trajectories. It turns out that this observation is in conformity with the theory, and is naturally explained by the existence of two different regimes of flame propagation. It was found in Part I that mixtures near the limits of inflammability sustain the type I regime of flame propagation characterized by comparatively low speeds, whereas near-stoichiometric mixtures propagate the faster type II flames. It is to be added now that in the case of open tubes, the two types are also significantly distinct regarding the magnitude of flame acceleration: in the type II regime, the Fig. 1 (left part of the table; t is measured in seconds), and the parameters used in the theoretical computation, found as described in Part I. rm is evaluated for the flame type specified in the last column. The polynomial for 9.5% methane flame is found under the extra condition that its coefficients 0.
value of a is 3 − 10 times larger than that in the type I regime. Next, it was established in Part I that transition from one regime to the other takes place in the ranges of methane concentrations ≈ 7.2% to 9%, and 11% to 12.2%, wherein flames exhibit intermittency of the propagation regimes. We can therefore expect that in open tubes, flame propagation in the 5.4% and 6.2% mixtures is of type I, and this turns out to be the case indeed, as the subsequent comparison shows. Consider first the 5.4% mixture. As this is very close to the lower limit of inflammability, the flame is very slow (the normal flame speed is 6 cm/s). In fact, the value of the heat loss parameter in this case, δ = 0.43, is close to the known maximum beyond which flame propagation is impossible. [18] As to the flame propagation speed, the digital processing gives the value 29.3 cm/s for the initial speed and 0.46 cm/s 2 for the flame acceleration. However, such a detailed specification exceeds experimental accuracy in the case under consideration, because Fig. 1 shows part of the flame trajectory with only two basis points [the screen-wires at 50 cm and 100 cm; the third point is taken the rightmost, at t = 4 s, as it is supposed to be based on the data at larger times (taking points to the left of that at 50 cm is meaningless, as the trajectory therein is an extrapolation anyway)]. By this reason, it is more correct to speak about the average flame speed on this interval, which is 30.2 cm. On the other hand, the theory gives, for a type I flame, 22.7 cm/s for the initial flame speed, and 4.9 cm/s 2 for its mean acceleration, so that the average flame speed is 31.9 cm/s. At the same time, for a type II solution, the initial flame speed, the mean acceleration and average speed are 36 cm/s, 12.2 cm/s 2 , and 50.5 cm/s, respectively. We thus conclude that the flame propagating in the 5.4% mixture is of type I indeed.
This consideration demonstrates agreement between the calculated and observed flame speeds only for the initial quarter of the tube, where experimental data is available. Although the predicted flame acceleration is fairly small, it might give rise to a noticeable change of the flame speed at later times, while according to the excerpt from Ref. [4] , quoted in Sec. III B 1, the flame speed in the 5.4% mixture is uniform. This vanishing of acceleration near the limits of inflammability is most probably due to the heat losses which is a critical factor in the combustion of the limit mixtures. It leads to a gradual cooling of the burnt gases as they flow towards the tube end. As a consequence, their density increases, while the speed proportionally decreases, so that the dynamical pressure of the burnt gases reaching the tube end tends to that of the fresh gas at the other end, hence, the flame acceleration tends to zero [Cf. Eq. (20)]. This effect is strongest in the limit mixtures because of the low normal flame speed (hence, large δ) and low speed of flame propagation along the tube (hence, low burnt gas speed).
Let us turn to the 6.2% mixture. Here the number of basis points is five, which allows a more accurate experimental verification of the theory. The flame acceleration as a function of time is plotted in Fig. 3 where the solid curve is the second derivative of the approximating polynomial, and the marks are the eigenvalues of the system of Eqs. (3)- (5), (20), found for the time instants corresponding to s = n × 0.5 m, n = 0, 1, ..., 5, and corrected on the heat losses as explained in Sec. III A. The two sets of marks represent type I (circles) and type II (squares) solutions; the relative error of calculation (as quantified by the parameter r m ) is 18% and 14%, respectively, and of the same order is the experimental error. It is seen that this accuracy allows unambiguous identification of the flame as being of type I. Thus, the flame propagates in the same regime over at least half of the tube (shown in Fig. 1 ).
FIG. 3.
Flame acceleration as a function of time in the 6.2% methane mixture. Shown is the second derivative of the approximating polynomial from Table I (solid curve) , and a number of solutions to Eqs. (3)- (5), (20) [the circles and squares represent type I and type II solutions, respectively].
on the mixture composition, increasing with the methane concentration, but no mixture sustains the type II regime beyond s ≈ 4 m (in the tube under consideration). The spectrum endpoint is characterized by a sharp increase of the flame acceleration. It will be designated with a cross on the acceleration plots. Consider first the flame propagation in a 7.1% mixture. The calculated and measured flame acceleration is plotted in Fig. 4 . Although the experimental and calculational errors in this case are somewhat larger than in the preceding example (about 20%), the large difference of acceleration in the two regimes allows us to conclude that the flame initially propagates in the type I regime, but then undergoes a transition to the type II regime under which it travels a 2 m distance (s ≈ 1 m-3 m). That the flame propagation in the 7.1% mixture is initially of type I is in agreement with the conclusions of Part I, according to which in the absence of acceleration, intermittency begins only at 7.2% methane concentration. Thus, the flame acceleration triggers transition to the faster regime which, however, cannot hold till the end of the flame travel because of the spectrum termination occurring at s ≈ 3.2 m. Beyond this point, the flame ceases to be quasi-steady, which is reflected in Fig. 4 showing that during the last stage of its travel, the flame remains far from the type I regime, the only quasi-steady mode left. The question as to whether the flame might eventually return to this regime does not seem to be practically important in view of the vibratory flame movement that sooner or later develops in open tubes (as well as in semi-open) as a result of the flame-acoustic interaction.
It is to be noted that the type II solutions in the case under consideration remain quasi-steady until they die out, despite the large value of acceleration attained: even at the spectrum endpoint, the ratio of the left and right hand sides of (24) is about 0.4. However, accuracy of the quasi-steady approximation goes down with growing flame speed, and in the near-stoichiometric mixtures it breaks completely well before the spectrum termination.
Going over to the 7.75% mixture, Fig. 5 shows that the flame evolution in this case is qualitatively quite similar to that in the 7.1% mixture, except its initial stage where no trace of the type I regime is seen. Thus, after the short transient period following ignition, the flame comes straight to the type II regime under which it propagates until physical solutions of this type disappear. The type II spectrum ends at s ≈ 3.6 m which corresponds to t = 2.3 s, and where the flame acceleration reaches the value 6 m/s 2 (this point is not shown on the figure in order to better resolve its lower part).
At last, the plots of flame acceleration in the near-stoichiometric mixtures (8.5% and 9.5% methane) are shown in Fig. 6 . The theoretical and experimental errors are largest in this case, so that the comparison can be only qualitative. The experimental error is large because of the steepness of the flame trajectories. In particular, the slope of the 9.5% curve in its upper part is so large that it turned out to be necessary to impose a positivity requirement on each coefficient of the approximating polynomial in order to obtain a monotonic acceleration (without this requirement the coefficients take on extremely large values and alternate in sign). Incidentally, the form of the obtained polynomial (see Table I ) indicates that the polynomial approximation (under the positivity requirement on each coefficient) is probably insufficient in this case. In fact, trying various polynomials shows that increasing the polynomial degree improves the fit, but the polynomials become degenerate in that only the highest-order coefficient turns out to be nonzero together with a few coefficients of the lowest orders (describing the initial part of the flame trajectory). The plots of flame acceleration calculated using such polynomials, one of which is drawn in Fig. 6(b) , tend to be angle-shaped: they are relatively flat on most of the time interval, becoming very steep near its right end. As to the FIG. 6 . Same in the 8.5% (a) and 9.5% (b) mixtures. In the latter case, only type II solutions are shown; the dashed curve represents flame acceleration calculated using a twelfth-order polynomial with non-negative coefficients.
theoretical error, it is 30% as given by the parameter r m quantifying accuracy of the steady-state calculation, but the main error in the case of near-stoichiometric flames comes from violation of the quasi-steady condition at the later stage of flame travel. Namely, this condition is not satisfied at all near the spectrum endpoint. Specifically, for the 9.5% flame, the left hand side of (24) is twice as large as its right hand side therein, so that the quasi-steady condition is violated well before the spectrum termination. Thus, the only reliable conclusion that can be drawn from Fig. 6 is that at the early stage of their travel, the near-stoichiometric flames accelerate in the type II regime, as expected. experiments slight vibrations were noticed at different stages in the development of the propagation, the incidence of these vibrations being earlier the more rapid was the flame." As these vibrations are evidently not of the acoustic origin (the vibratory movement due to the flame-acoustic interaction, once set in, continues with growing amplitude till the end of the flame travel), they presumably are a sign of the mentioned transitions between the two propagation regimes. It is to be noted in this connection that the termination of the type II spectrum also must be observed as a spontaneous flame disturbance (if the flame propagates in the type II regime). The spectrum terminates in the second half of the tube, at a distance increasing with the normal flame speed (Cf. Sec. III B 3).
As to the distance where transition from type I to type II regime of flame propagation takes place, this is a question of their relative stability, so that only general statements can be made in advance of a detailed stability analysis. It was argued in Part I that in the case of uniform flame movement, the relevant dimensionless number is Re = U Second, regarding the termination point of the type II regime, it should be emphasized that the existence of this point is an intrinsic property of the type II solutions, which is unrelated to either the singularity at s ≈ θL/(θ + 1) of the function a(s) given by Eq. (20), or to a possible violation of the quasi-steady condition. This feature provides a mechanism for further increase of flame acceleration, in the following way. It is natural to expect that the flame unsteadiness occurring beyond the spectrum endpoint will increase the front curvature, and hence effectively the normal flame speed. Since the increase of the normal flame speed shifts the spectrum endpoint towards the cold tube end, the flame will travel for some distance more as a type II flame obtained from the true flame by averaging over the unsteady disturbance, and which propagates with the increased normal speed and hence, increased acceleration. This qualitative description becomes rigorous when the characteristic length of the flame disturbance is much smaller than the tube diameter (Cf. Sec. III of Part I).
Finally, to complete the portraits of the two types of flames, it is to be added that they are also notably distinct regarding the value of the kinetic energy losses taking place in the dissipation domain and accompanying homogenization of the burnt gas flow. The rate of this process is given by Eq. (18) . Numerical results show that this rate in the type II regime is 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than that in the type I regime. Moreover, the directions of its change in the two cases are opposite: the dissipation rate in the flow generated by a type II flame appreciably increases as it travels along the tube, and somewhat decreases for a type I flame.
